Abstract-EEG source imaging integrates temporal and spatial components of EEG to localize the generating source of electrical potentials based on recorded EEG data on the scalp. As EEG sensors can't directly measure activated brain sources, many approaches were proposed to estimate brain source activation pattern given EEG data. However, since most part of the brain activity is composed of the spontaneous non-task related activations, true task caused activation sources will be corrupted in strong background signal. For decades, the EEG inverse problem was solved in an unsupervised way without any utilization of the label information that represents different brain states. We propose that by leveraging label information, the task related discriminative sources can be much better retrieved among strong spontaneous background signals. A novel model for solving EEG inverse problem called Laplacian Graph Regularized Discriminative Source Reconstruction which aims to explicitly extract the discriminative sources by implicitly coding the label information into the graph regularization term. The proposed model can be generally extended with different assumptions. The extension of our framework is applied to VB-SCCD model which aim to estimate extended brain sources by including a spatial total variation regularization term. Simulated results show the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
D
UE to its low cost, easy portability, high temporal resolution, and no exposure to radioligands, electroencephalography (EEG) has become one of the most popular brain imaging tools. Compared to other techniques such as positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), EEG is a direct measurement of real-time electrical neural activities, and EEG is more suitable to answer exactly when different brain modules are activated and hence in what processing steps each module is involved [1] . PET and fMRI cannot be used to assess rapidly varying neuronal activity due to the slow response of metabolism [2] . Successful applications of EEG can be found in several clinical environments, such as realtime monitoring of patients' sleep apnea [3] , detection and prediction of epilepsy seizures [4] , [5] .
As the EEG electrodes measure electrical activities on the scalp surface instead of directly measuring the active neurons in the brain, it doesn't provide conclusive locations and distributions of the related activated sources, which attracts more interests among neuroscientists. The problem of inferring the brain source from the recorded EEG is termed as the inverse problem. Solving the inverse problem can facilitate the understanding how our brain is functioning under different cognitive tasks, and the discovery of underlying reason that caused brain functionality impairment as suffered by patients with neurological disorders such as Parkinson's and Alzheimer's disease. Precise localization of activated sources inside the brain can offer an insightful awareness of the responsible cortex regions that collaborated to perform certain cognitive tasks. Contrary to the forward problem, which consists of modeling the contribution of each voxel to the EEG sensors by solving Maxwell's equation, the inverse problem is ill-posed since the number of interior brain voxels being considered is far greater than the number of sensors outside the scalp. To precisely estimate the responsible sources of EEG activity from at least several thousands of potential contributing locations that are distributed across the brain requires prior knowledge or assumption. Mathematically speaking, in order to find a unique solution for the ill-posed problem, constraints or assumptions have to be incorporated. Provided with different neurophysiological assumptions regarding the structure of possible source configurations [6] , the goal is to find a unique and stable solution that best explains the data we observed in the EEG channels. One of the earliest commonly used priors for EEG source reconstruction is based on the ' 2 norm, known as the minimum norm estimate (MNE) inverse solver [7] . This MN inverse solver leads to a minimum norm estimates of the sources. However, ' 2 -based solvers always give a diffuse solution, resulting in an overestimation of the number of factually activated sources. Other assumptions or priors are presented in different inverse algorithms, such as, MUltiple SIgnal Classifier (MUSIC) and Recursively Applied and Projected MUSIC (RAP MUSIC) [8] , [9] , which adopted a spatiotemporal independent topographies (IT) model with recursive subspace projection; low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) [10] and standardized LOR-ETA [11] , which enforces spatial smoothness of the source located on neighboring voxels, FOCal Underdetermined System Solution (FOCUSS) [12] , which combines the advantages of distributed dipole modeling and linear estimation methods by allowing current sources to take arbitrary shape with high resolution; weighted minimum norm-LORETA (MNE-LOR-ETA) [13] , which make compensates deeper sources; dynamic Maximum Posterior Expectation-Maximization (dMAP-EM) source localization algorithm, which uses the prior knowledge that cortical activation is a distributed spatiotemporal dynamic process supported by local and long-distance neuroanatomic connections [14] ; Bernoulli-Laplace priors, which introduced ' 0 þ ' 1 norm in a Bayesian framework [15] ; Mixed Norm Estimates (MxNE), which imposes sparsity over space and smoothness over time using ' 1;2 -norm regularization [16] , [17] ; Solution Space Sparse Coding Optimization (3SCO) [18] , which is based on particle swarm optimization and an ' 0 constraint; graph Fractional-Order Total Variation (gFOTV) [19] , which impose sparsity of the spatial fractional derivatives so that it locates source peaks by providing the freedom of choosing smoothness order. Recently, it is found that the enforcement of sparseness in the original domain can be an insufficient estimation of source extents, extended patches of activated source can be obtained by enforcing sparseness in transformed domains [20] , [21] , [22] .
As summarized above, based on different assumptions or prior knowledge, different algorithms solving the inverse problem were proposed. It's worth noting that all the EEG inverse problem solvers solve the problem in an unsupervised way without taking any available label information. According to previous research [23] , [24] , most of the EEG signal originates from the brains spontaneous behavior, while the task related activation energy is not as strong, which rationalized the utilization of label information. The remaining question is how to fuse the label information into the traditional EEG inverse model that can explain the data well and find the discriminative activation pattern. Extended from [45] , we develop a novel model with graph regularization that implicitly uses the label information with the capability to promote in-class consistency and out-class discrimination, so that we can eradicate the spurious noise and find the different activation patterns for different classes. To solve the problem, we find in literature that the similar formulation has been addressed in the computer vision community, but we tailor the algorithm to solve our proposed model and EEG inverse problem. Usually, when we design a sequence of experiments to record the EEG and asked the subjects to perform different psychological tasks within certain time windows, the label information (happiness, sadness, surprise, etc. in emotion processing experiment, or different motion imagination tasks in brain computer interface (BCI) studies) of the recorded EEG data can be easily obtained. We implemented the graph regularized version of discriminative source reconstruction, tested on simulated EEG data, and showed its effectiveness in finding the discriminative sources and precision localization of the task-related sources.
The contributions of this paper are listed as follows: (1) We propose to use label information to solve the EEG inverse problem in a supervised way. (2) A graph regularized EEG inverse model is presented that can promote inclass consistency and out-class discrimination. (3) A Voting Orthogonal Matching Pursuit algorithm is given to decompose the common sources. (4) The extension of our proposed framework is illustrated in a transformed domain and an alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) based algorithm is given to solve it.
THE INVERSE PROBLEM
Under the quasi-static approximation of Maxwell's equations, the measured EEG signal X can be described as the following linear function of current sources S,
where X 2 R N c ÂN t is the EEG data measured at a set of N c electrodes for N t time points, L 2 R N c ÂN s is the lead field matrix, which maps the brain source signal to sensors on the scalp, each column of L represents the activation pattern of a particular source to the EEG electrodes. Fig. 1 gives an exemplary brain model. The cortex is represented with triangle meshes; each triangle represents a brain voxel. In this paper, we use the brain model and lead field matrix interchangeably. In addition, we use the terms brain voxel, source, and dipole interchangeably, sometimes using triangle as well. The number of triangles is equal to N s . S 2 R N s ÂN t represents the corresponding electrical potentials in N s source locations for all the N t time points. E 2 R N c ÂN t is an additive noise signal. As L is a matrix in which the number of columns far exceeds the number of rows, the inverse problem is ill-posed. To seek a unique solution, a regularization term has to be adopted. An estimate of S can be found by minimizing the following cost function, which is composed of a data fidelity term and a regularization term
The regularization term QðSÞ discourages complicated source configurations temporally or spatially and enforces neurophysiologically plausible solutions, and Á k k F is the Frobenius Norm. The regularization term usually take the form of ' 2 , ' 1 , or a mixed norm [16] , [17] , spatially smooth formulation such as in LORETA algorithm or spatial total variation formulation in a transformed domain [21] . One of the most intuitive formulations is to use ' 0 -norm to restrict the total number of activated sources less than a scalar k; the following formulation can be used
Since the ' 0 -norm constrained problem is NP-hard, approximating ' 0 with ' 1 -norm is a common practice. Donoho suggested that ' 1 and ' 0 norm are equivalent under certain conditions [25] . The ' 1 -norm regularized formulation is described as
The ill-posed problem of Eq. (1) arises from the fact that the L is a wide matrix, and the number of columns is greater than the number of rows. From a linear system perspective, the dimension of the observed output is less than that of the input signal, making inferring s i from x i an under-determined problem with infinite solutions if no regularization term is applied. Given the EEG recordings at a time point, which is denoted as the ith column, x i , of the X matrix, we want to represent the signal with minimum error by trying to find the best linear representation from activation patterns (atoms) in the over-complete dictionary L. The solution s i is the sparse coding for the x i in the dictionary L, the non-zero entries in s i represent the activated regions inside the brain. According to previous research [23] , [24] , most the EEG potentials originate from the non-task related spontaneous neural firing that can be regarded as the background activity. Combined with the fact that an EEG signal is nonstationary with low SNR, traditional method is hard to extract discriminative signal of interests. A simple example is shown in Fig. 2 , s 1 and s 2 represent the discriminative sources corresponding to class 1 and class 2, s 3 is the common source shared by class 1 and class 2. If the magnitude of s 3 is much larger than s 1 and s 2 , a lot of algorithms will fail to infer the discriminative sources under low SNR. In the following numerical experiments section of this paper, we use similar source configurations: each class has a dominant primary source that is shared with other classes and relatively small secondary source that is unique to this class. We are trying to get consistent inverse solutions under the same brain state and discriminative solutions given different brain states utilizing the available label information. Inspired by the successful applications of graph regularization in computer vision community [26] , [27] , the proposed model is in the form of sparse representation of discriminative sources with a graph regularization term, which is termed as Laplacian Graph Regularized Discriminative Source Reconstruction (LGRDSR), and includes the source reconstruction fidelity term and label guided in-class consistency and out-class discrimination term
where X 2 R NcÂN , N is the total number of time points from different classes, Á k k 1;1 is the ' 1 norm notation for a matrix, equal to the sum of the absolute values of all elements in a matrix, the second term is the cost of sparse coding, and the third term is the graph regularization term that requires the sources within the same category to have similar patterns while making the sources for different classes to be distinct. The definition of the M matrix is written as
The goal of this formulation is to find discriminative sources while maintaining the consistency of in-class reconstructed sources.
Remarks on design of M matrix. When ðs i ; s j Þ belong to the same class, the value of M ij should be positive, which will penalize difference in in-class sources. By driving the intrinsic geometric structure of s i and s j to be the same, the inclass consistency of the sources can be achieved.
When ðs i ; s j Þ belong to different classes, assigning a negative value to M ij will explicitly promote out-class discrimination of the source. In practice, if we care more about inclass consistency, we can set M ij ¼ 0 when ðs i ; s j Þ belongs to different classes. The magnitude of M ij can also be Fig. 2 . Sources propagate to electrodes: s 3 is the common activation source and has larger magnitude, s 1 is a discriminative source corresponding to class 1, and s 2 is a discriminative source corresponding to class 2.
adjusted to tailor the relative weight between in-class consistency and out-class discrimination.
Define D as a diagonal matrix whose entries are column or row sums of the symmetric matrix M, 
As a result, Eq. (5) is written as
Eq. (6) can be rewritten into a decomposed form
Fixing the other sources s j (j 6 ¼ i) while solving s i , each problem is presented as
where is the kth coefficient of vector s i . Eq. (8) can be solved using feature-sign search algorithm [27] , [28] , [29] . To better describe the feature-sign search algorithm, denote
is solved sequentially while fixing other s j (j 6 ¼ i). Algorithm 1 presented the famous feature-sign search algorithm properly adapted for Eq. (6) with the graph regularized term. Note that the analytical solution for Eq. (8) iss
2 Þ in part b) of the feature-sign stage of Algorithm 1, and the inversion of L T L þ bG ii I is the most computationally expensive part since L matrix is overdetermined wide matrix, the calculation speed can be boosted by using Woodbury formula [30] 
The inverse operation of a matrix with the same dimension as the number of dipoles/voxels is reduced to the inverse of a matrix with the dimension number equal the total number of electrodes, as a result, the calculation cost is reduced significantly. Different from original version of feature sign search algorithm which includes only the inner for-loop, Algorithm 1 has an while-loop since the updates of all s j ðj 6 ¼ iÞ will impact the solution of s j due to the inclusion of graph regularized term, the algorithm stops until the convergence of S Ã . 
if
3. Feature-sign step a) LetL be a submatrix of L that contains only the columns corresponding to the active set A,s i andh i is the subvectors of s i and h i similarly defined. b) The analytical solution for Eq. (8) is derived:
c) Perform discrete line search froms i new tos i : Examine the objective value ats i new and all points where any coefficient changes sign. Updates i (and corresponding entries in s i ) where the objective function achieves the lowest value. Remove the zero coefficients ofs i from the active set and update u ¼ signðs i Þ. Under the assumption of strong common spontaneous source activation pattern, the contribution of discriminative sources to the EEG recorded data is relatively small, making the solution space for different classes highly correlated, which limits the capability of discrimination. Previous research has shown that pulling out the high absolution value of coefficients s ij associated with the common activation pattern can assist to find the discriminative source of interest [31] .
Algorithm 2. Decomposition of Non-Discriminative Sources with VOMP
INPUT: Lead field matrix L, EEG data X, maximum number of common sources T max , minimum voting acceptance threshold p OUTPUT: S c , result of removed common sources X new Initialization: 
In the similar way as addressing the "cross-andbouquet" model presented in [32] , a useful step is decomposition of X for better extraction of discriminative sources. Similar procedure can be found in [33] . As we assumed, the spontaneous source activation pattern is very strong, thus making the convex hull spanned by all the source configuration to a tiny portion of the space [32] . The Voting Orthogonal Matching Pursue is proposed as given in Algorithm 2.
The aim is to extract the common sources across all classes by voting the most popular source location using stepwise orthogonal matching pursuit. Problem (9) describes the common source decomposition problem. The VOMP is considered as an integral preprocessing part to find discriminative sources. The procedure to solve Problem (6) is given in Algorithm 3 and is illustrated in Fig. 3 S c h i ¼arg min 
After the decomposition of common source, its contribution to the EEG data X is also removed. The new EEG data after removal of the common source is written as X new ¼ XÀ LS c . In the following part, we still use X to represent X new when no confusion is caused.
Algorithm 3. Proposed Framework of Solving Problem (6)
INPUT: Lead field matrix L, EEG data X, graph matrix G OUTPUT:
(1) Use VOMP algorithm for common source decomposition. (2) Solve the following sparse coding problem for
T ÞÞ using the feature-sign search algorithm described in Algorithm 1. We show the proposed framework can be incorporated with other states of art algorithms. The recently proposed algorithms in [21] , [22] , [31] are used as an example. The Fig. 3 . Procedures of our framework: After gathering labeled EEG recorded data, the brain model is constructed using finite element method (BEM) based on MRI images, then we first use the VOMP algorithm to decompose the primary common source starting with a high minimum voting percentage, and then solve it using feature-sign search algorithm, validate the source configurations and do these steps alternative until solutions are converged, the last step is to map discriminative sources to the cortex.
algorithm proposed in [31] is referred as SVB-SCCD, which adds ' 1 sparsity constraints to VB-SCCD algorithm proposed in [21] , and [22] reconstructed extended brain sources by enforcing both variation and wavelet transformed sparsity. The key component for the above-mentioned algorithms is the total variation constraint used as a regularization term. The underlying neurophysiological reason is that the activated source is not discrete on the cortex, they should form a spatially continuous patch that all the neighboring voxels should have the same activation pattern. In this session, we choose [31] as an exemplary extension of our proposed algorithm, as VB-SCCD can be viewed as a relaxation of SVB-SCCD. [22] has an extra wavelet domain regularization term and can be similarly solved with variable splitting technique. The measurement of spatial total variation is achieved using a linear transform matrix V , defined as
. . . 
In order to imposes sparsity in the original source domain, Becker et al. [31] proposed the following model called SVB-SCCD which is given below
VB-SCCD is a special case when a is zero in SVB-SCCD model. We showed that our graph regularized framework can be incorporated in SVB-SCCD as described below,
which can be reformulated as
We name the above model Graph regularized version of SVB-SCCD (GSVB-SCCD), which considers the sparsity in both original source space and transformed space, as well as the in-class consistency and out-class discrimination capability imposed by the graph regularization term. The new formulation makes the objective function separable with respect to three variables S, Y and Z. For Problem (11) , S can also be decomposed as
ADMM Algorithm
Problem (12) can be attacked using alternating direction method of multipliers [34] after forming it to unconstrained augmented Lagrangian function L p ðs i ; y i ; z i ; u i ;
Augmented Lagrangian methods can bring robustness to the solution compared to other penalty. The variable s i , y i , z i , u i ; w i are updated sequentially, with the hope that each subproblem has a closed form solution or can be calculated efficiently. In short, ADMM consists of five substeps, given in Eqs. (14), (15), (16), (17), and (18), 
The update of s ðkþ1Þ i has a closed form solution, which is
The inverse of P matrix is not obviously applicable to Woodbury formula. However, it can be addressed by solving linear systems using backward/forward substitution using Cholesky decomposition [19] . The update of y ðkþ1Þ i can use the property of proximal operator in the ' 1 norm. Denote the ' 1 norm proximal operator as prox m ðvÞ ¼ arg min
with m > 0. The above Problem (19) has a closed form solution, called soft thresholding, defined by a shrinkage function,
where ðxÞ þ is x when x > 0, otherwise 0. The shrinkage function is efficient to solve ' 1 minimization problem due to its calculation is element-wise. As a result, the updates of y The procedure for solving Problem (10) is summarized in Algorithm 4. The update of all s i is the most time consuming, however the computation of all s i can be submitted to distributed machines for parallel computing as it doesn't need to wait the results from other samples in the present iteration.
NUMERICAL RESULTS

Experiment Setup
We used a recently developed realistic head model called ICBM-NY or "New York Head" [35] which is based on highly detailed standardized finite element model (FEM) of the non-linear averaged anatomical template-ICBM152. The "New York Head" model has two different precision levels, corresponding to 74,382 and 2,004 voxels respectively. The dimension of lead field matrix we are using is 108 Â 2;004, representing 108 channels and 2,004 voxels. We also assume that source orientation is perpendicular to the cortex surface. In [20] Sohrabpour et al. estimated source when source signal is around the peak value, similar practice can be found in [36] . As is shown in the experiment part of [37] , the source images are plotted when the source activation is at peak value. Here in our experiments, we designed all the source activation magnitude bearing a positive value. For really EEG data, a technique called energy thresholding (in the following section) can be used to find the corresponding EEG data samples that have non-zero source activation pattern. In each simulation, noises originate from sensor level and cortex voxel level both contributed to the recorded EEG data. The SNR is calculated as
The brain is divided into [38] . In the simulation experiments, we designed common sources that contain much higher magnitude and three discriminative sources related to three brain states with smaller magnitude from different ROIs. All computations in this paper were conducted on a 64-bit Linux workstation with i7-5960x CPU, memory of 64 GB and frequency being 3.00 GHz.
Algorithm 4. ADMM Framework for Solving Problem (10)
INPUT: Lead field matrix L, preprocessed EEG signal matrix X, Graph matrix G, variation matrix V , parameter a and b, OUTPUT: Source matrix S while S Ã is not converged for i ¼ 1; . . . ; N Alternating update until converge: 
Validate the VOMP Algorithm
In this section, we validated the VOMP under different SNR and source configurations. The voting threshold p was set to different values to test the VOMP's performance. For example, if we set the voting threshold to be 0.5, it means that a common source is determined when at least half of the samples in each class "agreed" the common source pattern. Note that, when there are more than 3 classes, the common source pattern is still extracted if more than 50 percent of at least 2 classes shared the same pattern. The VOMP algorithm can be further improved by using multi-step VOMP, which is to run OMP for multiple steps for each sample instead of just one step as described in Algorithm 2, and then aggregate the common source location information calculated from above steps and only keep the best one in terms of occurrences, and find the residual matrix and continue the VOMP procedure. Another improvement is that the spatially adjacent source locations can be regarded the same instead of treating them differently, as they have similar forward mappings. The VOMP algorithm tries to reduce the signal correlation by decomposing common sources. Two experiments were conducted under different SNR values and source configurations. Each time, a different voting threshold was tested. In the first experiment, there are two common sources and two discriminative activated sources at different ROIs corresponding to three classes. Both noises originating from brain voxels and white noise from sensor measurement are added to the original signal. In the first experiment, the noise level is SNR = 17 dB. In the second experiment, the SNR is 12 dB with 3 common sources. The energy boxplots of 600 samples from 3 different classes under different voting threshold p are given in Figs. 4 and 5 for both experiment setups. The first common source can easily be extracted in the first iteration. However, if the noise level is large, it's hard to reach a consensus for a voting threshold p ¼ 0:3 as is shown in Fig. 5 . Choose a small p will introduce false common source that will cause potential problem locating the right discriminative source. Our framework requires to check the accuracy and soundness of the final prediction and adjust the threshold back and forth. A recommended starting search point is p ¼ 0:2. The advantage of VOMP is its speed as its core ingredient is OMP, and the evaluation time for each sample took 1:2763e À Â10 À04 s on our workstation. An example of our VOMP algorithm in filtering out the common background iteratively is illustrated in Fig. 6 , which is the time series version of "crossand-bouquet" example, in contrast to the image recognition version as is illustrated in Fig. 2 of [39] .
Effect of Graph Regularization
In this section, we show the effectiveness of the graph regularization term in reconstructing the discriminative sources by comparing it with the other eight benchmark algorithms. We designed the spontaneous common sources with a magnitude of 0.8 with standard deviation to be 0.1 and task related discriminative source with a magnitude of 0.2 with a standard deviation of 0.05 located in different ROIs from the common sources.
We sampled 200 time points for each class and did the experiment 5 times to get the average accuracy of the reconstructed source. For the LGRDSR parameter, we set b to be 0.05 and a to be 0.06; M ij is set to 1 if sample i and j belong to the same class since we care more about in-class consistency based on the example. The noise matrix is designed to affect the EEG recording together with the true source signal. For each time point, 3 random voxels are corrupted randomly with the average value being 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and variance being 0.05 based on different SNR design. The 8 benchmark methods include ElasticNet [40] , Homotopy [41] , DALM [42] , PDIPA [42] , FISTA [42] , sLORETA [11] , MNE [7] . The former 6 algorithms are compared in image reconstruction applications and can be referred to [33] for details. The reconstruction performance of the proposed method as well as the benchmark methods based on 150 experiments are given in Table 1 .
In Table 1 , computation time is recorded in seconds (s), PSE represents primary source error, which is the distance of reconstructed primary source to the ground truth primary source. The distance evaluation is based on the shortest path of two voxels on the cortex surface instead of direct euclidean distance. PSE measures the capability of each algorithm to reconstruct the common sources.
All of the values in Table 1 , except the Time column in the table represents distance in (mm) from ground true source to the reconstructed source. When the reconstructed location is on a different hemisphere from the ground truth, there is no path connecting those two voxels, so we mark the distance to be 250 mm. EC1 represents error for class 1, which is the distance of the reconstructed discriminative source to the ground truth. EC2 and EC3 are similarly defined. To illustrate the effect of the proposed framework, the ground truth of the activated pattern is given in Fig. 7 , with the reconstructed source estimated by MNE, sLOR-ETA, Homotopy, DALM and our method given in Figs. 8, 9 , 10, 11, and 12. We can see from Table 1 and the Figs. 8, 9 , 10, 11, and 12 that when the SNR is large, all the algorithms perform well in reconstructing primary sources. As for the discriminative sources for different classes, our method can achieve almost perfect reconstruction. All other algorithms' performances are also acceptable when SNR is large, except for sLORETA, MNE and ElasticNet. When we increase the noise, all of the algorithms can still achieve high accuracy in finding the primary source. For the discriminative source, our algorithm performs much better. We also validated that, to solve a pure ' 1 EEG inverse problem, the Homotopy algorithm performs better in most cases than other algorithms in the EEG inverse problem, which is in accordance with [33] .
Discussion on Tuning the Parameters
Usually, if there are two parameters, the common practice is to do a grid search and find the best combination with the best performance. However, this can involve a lot of computation to find the best parameters. Moreover, the performance measurement can be misleading since it's not a direct measurement of accuracy, which is based on squared error of the reconstructed signal and the ground truth signal. Instead, it's based on the shortest path distance between inferred location and true source location. For example, if the ground truth signal is ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ, the first reconstructed signal is ð0; 1; 0; 0Þ, and the second reconstructed signal is ð0:3; 0; 0:7; 0Þ, with the assumption that the neighboring elements in the vector are also neighboring voxels in the brain, the first reconstruction has larger squared error compared to the second one, even though the first one has better performance (location) precision. If the reconstructed sources are spurious ones (can be anywhere inside the brain), a better performance doesn't really mean the parameter setting is better compared to a worse performance in one numerical experiment. It may mean the spurious source with better accuracy happened to locate a source close to the actual source.
Based on the discussion above, its quite tricky to find the best combination of parameters. However, there are some ways to fine-tune the parameters. We propose a two-step fine-tuning mechanism. In the first step, we assign the graph regularization weight b to 0 and try to solve the simple ' 1 constrained problem using the Homotopy algorithm and find the best setting of a, which is quite easy since there is only one parameter to tune. The second step is to find the best value of b while fixing a. The rationale behind this is that our proposed model works well if the ' 1 problem can be solved with accurately. The graph regularization term can smooth out spurious sources that are not shared within a class, and the representative sources are encouraged and remained. The localization error under a different parameter setting is illustrated in Fig. 13 under SNR = 16. Fig. 13 is based on a result from 3rd outer iterations depicted in Algorithm 1. The inner maximum iteration is set to be 50. We assigned 250 mm when the inferred location is on a different hemisphere for visualization purposes. When the parameters are not well set, the graph penalty term will drive all the Fig. 9 . sLORETA inverse solution: sLORETA solution for class 1, class 2 and class 3 is illustrated from the top to bottom rows. sLORETA can successfully reconstruct the primary source, however the secondary source is not successfully reconstructed. Compared to the solution of MNE, sLOR-ETA can suppress the numerous spurious sources with small magnitude. inferred source location from all time points to the wrong hemisphere. When the sparse regularization parameter a is set to be large, the solution will be a zero matrix.
Signal Energy Thresholding
In our experiments, we designed our primary sources to hold a large value, and the magnitude of discriminative sources are also larger than zero. One may argue that it's not realistic since the value we designed is never close to zero in real situations. However, the logic behind it is that once the source signal is close to zero, its contribution to the EEG data can't be reflected, making the corresponding reconstruction impossible. A useful technique to circumvent this problem is using Energy Thresholding (ET) of the EEG data. The purpose of ET is to eliminate data points of low energy with the hope of inferring a source signal that is not close to zero. The relationship between EEG data and source is x i ¼ Ls i þ . Energy of the signal is defined as pðx i Þ ¼ x T i x i . To find out the relationship of pðx i Þ and pðs i Þ, we did a linear regression to predict pðx i Þ using pðs i Þ based on Monte Carlo simulation with 3,000 samples, and found the linear trend between pðx i Þ and pðs i Þ is statistically significant, and the detailed regression model is given in Table 2 .
From previous research, the Event-related potential demonstrates higher energy on P1 and N1 points that can be used to do the source mapping [44] . By using ET techniques, we can select the EEG data points with higher energy that correspond to source signals with higher energy. The discussion above shows it's reasonable to set the source signal with a magnitude not close to zero.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this paper, we proposed using label information to retrieve discriminative sources corresponding to different brain statuses, extending the traditional EEG source imaging problem to a supervised one guided by label information. Although determining a sparse representation with graph regularization in the computer vision and compressive sensing communities is not new, its application in the EEG inverse problem that implicitly utilizes label information has never been proposed. Our model employed a Laplacian graph regularized term that can boost the in-class similarity and discourage the out-class similarity, thus making the source solution from the same class more robust to noise. Numerical results show the proposed algorithm outperforms 8 benchmark algorithms in localizing the task related sources under certain levels of noise. We showed the common source decomposition using the "cross-andbouquet" model in the inverse problem and presented an LGRDSR reconstructed source: The reconstruction solutions for 3 classes are given in each row. As can be seen from the illustration, the discriminative source can be successfully reconstructed compared to other methodologies. efficient algorithm to address the high background spontaneous source signals. Our proposed supervised version of EEG source imaging algorithm can be incorporated with other state-of-the-art algorithms, and an exemplary model called SVB-SCCD is demonstrated in our framework. The SVB-SCCD model is a special case of our proposed graph regularized one when the coefficient of the graph regularization term is zero. The graph regularized SVB-SCCD can be solved using ADMM optimization techniques. To sum up, the EEG inverse problem can be solved in a supervised framework, and it's beneficial to formulate it in that way to extract task related source activation patterns. We tried to mimic the true source activation data using the simulated data. As it is well studied using fMRI data, our brain contains a resting state default mode network with some spontaneous neural behavior in certain brain areas. Another fact is that when given a specific task, different brain regions can be activated which correspond to the discriminative sources described in our paper. In that perspective, our model is more realistic than numerous previous studies that used simulated data. However, the weakness of our paper is that we used one spot as a common activated source, even though there may be several common source activation regions co-existing in reality. Overcoming this weakness is one of our future research goals.
